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discover your dream conservatory
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There are few things, which will enhance your home or add to your lifestyle quite

like one of our conservatories or sunlounges.  Whether you’d like to bring the

garden more into your home, have a little extra room to relax, or simply indulge

yourself in a light and tranquil setting all year round, then Turkington has the

ideal answer for you.

From the simple to the luxurious, a tailor made Turkington Conservatory or

Sunlounge is the perfect way to add style, space and value to your home. 

a dream of style and splendour



“Excellent final job – people turned up on time and completed things quickly.
We were very satisfied.”
Mr & Mrs T Hill, Magheralin

     



Turkington will design and tailor your conservatory to suit your needs, and

complement your home.  We use qualified professional surveyors and experienced

designers to give you the best advice and guidance on design and build.

quality, service and value… guaranteed

“We were very pleased with the builders who worked quickly, quietly and efficiently.
No disruption to the home, and everything left clean and tidy.”

Mr Jim Gallagher, Dungannon



We use the latest presentation and design software to let you see exactly how your

conservatory will look with your home before you make a decision.

We offer a wide variety of options on style, finish, colour and design detail as well

as various glazing options to ensure you get a conservatory you can enjoy all year

round, and for many years to come.

“Friendly, willing, helpful and efficient. From start to finish everything ran
smoothly and the whole Turkington team complemented each other.”

Mrs Biscomb, Portadown



At Turkington we can guide you through every stage, from your initial ideas

through design, survey, building works and final installation;

making your dreams reality.  

And when your new Turkington Sunlounge or Conservatory is complete you can

enjoy it safe in the knowledge that you have a 10 year guarantee from a company

who value customer service and who have been in business for over 50 years.

peace of mind

“We had been burgled by slips being removed from the outside of frames.
Very impressed with safety of new windows.”

Mr D Stewart, Cullybackey



“Professional, well-trained, friendly staff.  We will definitely recommend Turkington.
Both sales people and fitters were very sympathetic to our home situation.”

Katherine Rafferty, Dungannon



If conservatories are not your thing then why not consider a quality sunlounge

from Turkington.

Our sunlounges are an excellent way of extending your home, giving you extra

living space whilst adding value and desirability to your property.

quality sunlounges

“Service levels as good as our previous installation, seven years ago.”
Mr J Kennedy, Lisburn



“Someone always available to take any calls. Super service, good communication,
very happy with installation. Took great efforts to contain any dust and

disruption during installation. Cleaned up well afterwards.”
Ms N Previs, Dublin



Your recommendation is very important to us, at Turkington we get more new

customers from our existing customers than by any other means.  We use a lot of

energy, enthusiasm and experience to ensure our customers are totally satisfied…

as each of you are our very best advertisement for new customers.

Now we could, and should explain all about the excellent levels of service we

provide when designing and creating your dream conservatory.  We could tell you

all about our professional and experienced building and fitting teams and explain

how we manage the whole process, keeping you fully informed along the way.

We could also talk at length about our dedicated after-sales teams, and share with

you that over 96% of our customers are so pleased with our work that they

recommend us to their family and friends.

We could do that… or we could let you talk to our customers who’ll be more

than happy to do the talking for us.

we won’t give you the hard sell…

… we leave that to our satisfied customers



“I have recommended Turkington Windows to several friends and family.
The salesman was very polite, not pushy.

He listened to my opinion.”
Mrs McCullough, Lisburn



“I appreciated being kept up to date with progress. Fitters were friendly, worked
to a high standard and kept the area tidy. They kept excellent time.

Very pleased with the whole job, the service was first class.”
Mr N Alexander, Bangor



Contemporary or classical. Large or compact. Ornate or minimalist. Whatever type

of conservatory you dream of, we will have a style to suit.  Our conservatories are

available in a wide range of shapes, colours and sizes.  There are also numerous

glazing options and an array of different doors and windows for you to choose

from.  Through a combination of these components, you should be able to create a

construction that complements your property and its surroundings.

We can also design a totally bespoke conservatory on your behalf.  The only true

limits to what you can achieve are your budget, the space available and your

own imagination.

whatever your dream, let us fulfil it

“Delighted with fascia and soffit, very well fitted and finished to a very high standard.
Workmen were outstanding.”

Mr D Dunlop, Comber



There’s no disguising the fact that choosing a conservatory with some companies

can be a difficult and daunting task. But it doesn’t have to be that way.

Turkington is here to help you get it right.  We’ve compiled the following top tips

from interior designers, architects and well-known gardening experts.

top tips for choosing your conservatory

Think about its use

How do you envisage using your new

conservatory? As a playroom? A dining

area? An office? Whatever your answer, your

conservatory’s day-to-day use should help

you determine how large it needs to be as

well as which layout will work best.

For peace of mind

Ensure you obtain a detailed quote from a

reputable company, and insist on a written

guarantee.

Don’t just go for the cheapest

With conservatories, you tend to get what

you pay for. Don’t automatically go for the

‘cheapest’ company unless its products and

services also happen to be better than the

competition.

Choose your materials wisely

Using PVC-U to create your conservatory will

enable you to benefit from years of hassle

free maintenance and is a more cost

effective alternative to timber built

conservatories.

Think about the position 

Bear in mind the aspect of your

conservatory. Conservatories that face south

receive the most sun and as such, the need

for adequate ventilation and blinds is crucial.

Using Low E glass is a must in all

conservatories. Those facing south might

also require Celsius performance glass in

the roof.

Bigger isn’t always better

Once you’ve decided on the design and size

of your new conservatory, check to ensure it

will complement your home and doesn’t take

up your entire garden. Treat it as a fluid

extension to your home rather than just an

add-on.

Consider your glazing options

Think about the type of glazing you’d like to

use. We use a combination of

polycarbonate, low E glass or Celsius

Performance Glass. Your sales

representative can advise what is best for

your particular situation.

Ventilation, ventilation, ventilation

Ensure that you have adequate ventilation so

that you can enjoy your conservatory even

on the warmest of days. Our roof vent lets

fresh air in whilst keeping the elements out.

You could also consider roof fans or an air

conditioning unit.

Call on the professionals

Always get your conservatory professionally

designed and installed. Use independently

verified companies – ideally members of the

GGF and the Conservatory Association.



“Builders were excellent, 10/10. Fitters were excellent (didn’t even take a tea-break!),
10/10. I am delighted with the conservatory. The high quality and standard of

workmanship speaks for itself. An excellent job.”
Mrs S Culbert, Bangor



More than a conservatory.  A blank canvas.

One of the great things about a Turkington conservatory is the amount of creative

freedom you enjoy. Once you’ve opted for your preferred style, you can then tailor

a number of other design features to create a room that’s perfect for you, your

family and the lifestyle you want to lead.

design options and accessories

“Service provided by your team – very professional, efficient and friendly. No hard sell.”
Mrs M McIlroy, Poyntzpass



WHITE ROSEWOOD GOLDEN OAK

Colours

White is a colour most frequently associated with

conservatories, however the choice of colours offered

by Turkington goes much further than that. We can

also offer you a white or a woodgrain effect finish in

golden oak and rosewood. The Woodgrain finish has

the aesthetic appeal of timber but without the

associated maintenance requirements – such as the

need for regular painting or rot proofing.

For something a little more individual – you choose

the colour and we’ll make your conservatory to suit.

“We were pleased with how your builders worked professionally and were courteous to
us giving us as little disruption as possible. We are delighted with the finished
conservatory. The quality and the workmanship of your product is excellent.

We think our conservatory is beautiful and say a big thank you.”
Mr & Mrs Anderson, Newtownabbey

YOU CHOOSE A
COLOUR

WE’LL MATCH IT



With Turkingtons you have a choice of design options and

accessories to suit your taste, and to add a personal touch to

your new conservatory.

Greek Key
Golden Oak

Egg & Dart
White

Rope
Rosewood

Plain
Golden Oak

Floral
Mahogany

Interior Decorative Eaves Beam Trims

Turkington’s range of decorative trims are the perfect way of personalising your new conservatory. These trims slide neatly and

effortlessly into place and can even be changed whenever you desire. You can also include decorative corner trims for the

perfect finishing touch. There are five designs available – Plain, Rope, Egg & Dart, Greek Key and Floral – as well as various

colours (White, Blue/White, Golden Oak, Mahogany and Rosewood).



The 35mm Aspire System

The 35mm Aspire roof system is 40% thicker than ordinary

polycarbonate, the roof will provide you with exceptional levels of

thermal insulation, reduced sound transmission and unwanted

glare, combined with high performance and minimal maintenance.

The systems ability to utilise this thicker glazing material makes

Aspire the ultimate in quality and luxury.

glazing options

Your choice of roof glass will have a major impact on how you use your

conservatory all year round.

We can offer you a choice of high performance, energy-efficient glass, high

performance solar control glass and a choice of polycarbonate options to ensure

you can use your conservatory throughout the year and for many years to come.

Roof Vents

Natural ventilation has been all but eliminated in todays homes due

to the use of modern building materials and construction

techniques. Roof vents allow regular air changes within the

conservatory, creating a more comfortable environment on warmer

days. Available as a manual or electrically operated system. It also

offers slim sight lines for enhanced aesthetic appeal and an integral

drainage system.

Energy Saving Glass… as standard

We always use Low E glass in all our windows and conservatories.

Basically, by using less heat to keep your home warm, less energy

needs to be produced – thus lowering the overall levels of

greenhouse gases.

We use Pilkington K Glass™ in most applications, this glass has a

special ‘low emissivity’ (low E) coating which allows less heat to

escape through your windows – it reflects heat from fires and

radiators back into your home. At the same time Pilkington K

Glass™ lets the sun’s heat through your window contributing to its

energy efficiency. This free heat from the sun is known as passive

solar gain and Pilkington K Glass™ offers the UK’s leading

performance in this aspect. So whilst offering positive benefits for

the environment, this also has great benefits for you.



Argon Gas

Internal
heat from 
radiators/fi reSolar heat

Easy-Clean
Coating

The Celsius Glass Range

Due to its impressive aesthetic appeal, ease of maintenance

and longevity compared to polycarbonate, glass has

become an increasingly popular choice for conservatories.

The Celsius Range primarily offers two types of glazing –

Celsius and Celsius Clear. Celsius, with its subtle blue tint is

mainly employed in the roof, helping to reduce glare to a

more agreeable level whereas its counterpart – Celsius

Clear, with its neutral appearance, is ideal for the side

frames.

Celsius has a unique coating which enables it to help keep

conservatories cooler in summer (by reflecting excessive

solar heat away) as well as warmer in winter (be deflecting

heat from inside the home back into the property). It also

offers dramatically increased sound insulation.

Celsius also has an ‘easy clean’capability which allows

water to run off the glass taking most of the dirt and grime

with it – ideal for conservatory roofs.

How does Performance Glass Work?

Single Low E + Solar control combination coating.

“The service I received from beginning to end of the installation was excellent.”
Ms J Russell, Richhill

keep cool… stay warm



What is the Easy Clean System?

A system for converting ordinary glass into ‘Non-Stick’, Easy to

Clean Glass.

What does it mean for my conservatory?

• Stays cleaner longer because it keeps dirt and other

contaminates from bonding to it.

• Is easier to maintain because it requires less cleaning.

• Does not support adhesion or growth of bacteria… for a more

hygienic environment.

• Protects the surface from organic and inorganic contamination.

• Resists staining from hard water deposits whilst maintaining a

pristine appearance.

• Eliminates the need for harsh or abrasive cleaning products.

Heat Reflection ~ 74%

Celsius Plus coating reflects approximately 3 times more solar

energy than standard glass.

Thermal Insulation ~ Over 50%

By out performing standard glass units by over 50%, expensive

heating bills are dramatically reduced.

Sound Reduction ~ 100%

Reduces noise by over 100% compared to 25mm polycarbonate.

Easy Clean

With the Easy Clean coating the requirement of manual cleaning is

significantly reduced, enabling water to run off the glass taking most

dirt and grime with it.

Glare Factor ~ 49%

Glare reduction with Celsius Plus is 49% greater than standard

double glazing.  

CELSIUS
PERFORMANCE GLASS



Turkington have an excellent reputation for both our conservatories and our

windows & doors. The Turkington window and door system is designed with the

benefit of many years experience and built to last. Our windows and conservatories

are all manufactured with appearance, durability and long life in mind.

we do windows too

Energy Efficiency
Turkington windows are Energy Saving

Recommended, our units perform better

than standard triple glazing.

We always use Low ‘E’ glass and our expertly

made modern frame system ensures draft

free comfort.



Security
Security for your home is a key concern, our

window system ticks all the boxes to give you

peace of mind…

• Internally Glazed meaning panes cannot be

removed from outside

• High security locking as standard using

multipoint locking systems with corner

shootbolts in doors and windows for even

greater security

• Doors use a combination of security hinges,

deadbolts, hook locks, and shootbolts to create

one of the most secure doors available on the

market

• Our frames are steel reinforced where required

• Experienced fitting teams who install and

replace to GGF regulations as a minimum

standard

• Turkington are a Secured by Design

Manufacturer – tested independently to BS7950

– this is the Police Preferred Specification

Appearance
Turkington windows are designed

to give the appearance of wood,

without the hassle or maintenance.

Clean sight lines, various colour

options, a slim visual profile and

fully bevelled frames mean your

windows will look great now and

in the future.



Whether high specification casement windows, sliding sash windows or even

bespoke colour frames –Turkington has a product to suit your needs.

We have a full range of door and window options to choose from.

choices

“Excellent step by step contact. If only other Companies were as good! Completed
inside two days, the workers were great and very tidy, cleaning as they went along.”

Mr McIlmurray, Lurgan



Bi-folding door systems

Our unique bi-folding concertina doors add elegance, style and

functionality. Bi-fold doors can open much wider than conventional

patio or French doors giving you great flexibility with modern

contemporary design. Throw your doors wide open… and embrace

the great outdoors!

Making the right choice

Choosing the right windows and doors will have a dramatic effect on the appearance,

performance and security of your home. Make the right choice… choose Turkington.

10 Year Written Guarantee

Over 50 Years in Business

96% Customer Recommendation

Quality, Service & Value… Guaranteed



“The entire service from Turkingtons was first class.
They were helpful from start to finish.”

Mr & Mrs S Ervine



Turkington have been in business for over 50 years and have been building Quality

tailor made conservatories for almost 30 years.  We have an excellent reputation

for the Quality of our product and our service, we’ve developed this

reputation by putting our customers first and by providing a quality product

that is second to none.

To underpin our Quality approach we adhere to strict professional standards

and adopt the guidelines of professional industry bodies.

Turkington are approved by TrustMark. TrustMark is an award-winning scheme supported by Government, building
industry and consumer protection groups to help you find reliable, trustworthy companies to make improvements and

repairs inside and outside your home.

Turkington are an active member of the Glass & Glazing Federation and Conservatory Association. These are industry
bodies, which among other things helps protect consumers through their Customer Charter and Good Practice Guide.

The FMB is the sign of building quality, it promotes standards of excellence and helps its members to continually
improve levels of business performance and customer service. Turkington are approved through the Federation of

Master Builders.

Turkington operate a Total Quality Management System audited through BSi.

HEAD OFFICE & SHOWROOM

James Park   Mahon Road   Portadown   County Armagh   Northern Ireland   BT62 3EH
Telephone 028 3833 2807 or from RoI 048 3833 2807

SHOWROOMS

Linenhall Street   Lisburn   Northern Ireland   BT28 1FJ
Telephone 028 9266 8883 or from RoI 048 9266 8883

18 Queens Street   Ballymena   Northern Ireland   BT42 3BD
Telephone 028 2563 2233 or from RoI 048 2563 2233

freephone 0800 0281812
from RoI 1800 882 369

www.turkington-windows.com

Turkington Windows and Conservatories

Images shown are representative only. Product design and specification is continuous and subject to change.
Customers should check latest product design and specification with Turkington.



freephone 0800 0281812
from RoI 1800 882 369

www.turkington-windows.com


